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A Questionnaire
Ruth Whitman
Each of us is a man, a woman,
and a child.
- Baudelaire
Describe your early education .

At six, standing on the low stone wall
beside my grandfather, I was taller than he.
Wearing my white beret, hair cut short,
with leather leggings to my knee, I put my hand
on his shoulder possessively
and sang him his lullaby, a moloch veynt,
an angel weeps, an angel weeps.
What is your permanent address.
A flat rock in Central Park
where an innocent policeman
found me with my first sweetheart.
Under Cambridge clocks chiming each quarter hour.
Beside the sea.
Beneath the Parthenon.
On Boston's broad Victorian bosom.
Across the pond where you are standing, laughing at me.
Male or female.
Both. When I saw the Greek Hermaphrodite
I recognized myself and you, each
two in one. Now I know why
the Masai warriors grow brave
by drinking blood and milk.
Are you married.
Yes, many times.
I marry my first loves
over and over. Like coming home.
Describe a crucial event in your life.

At twenty I died and was born again. For a while
I died every day. One day when I was dying
beside the sea, which ignored me,
when my guts ran empty and I started sinking
into that bottomless hollow
beneath the bed, I suddenly heard
(through the window, in my head)
the notes of the Appassionata
calling me back into the world.
List your awards and honors.
Three children.
One, a yellow tearose.
Two, a winedark peony.
Three, a young fox, heart's desire.
Give a brief statement of your plans.
To fly .
To swim across the pond.
To tell what I know.
To love you harder.
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After the Death of a Father
K. Stewert Woodworth
The words have no shock when y ou tell me
he is dead. He shot himself.
But what " he" is this that swings,
you ask, a bell's tongue
with no sides to make it ring?
What shot could kill a father
and still remain a word?
In venetian bands of street light
y ou find belt, keys, wallet,
grope for something familiar as boundaries,
a foothold for grief.
and I can offer no relief but this,
my private landscape: My breasts,
too small for pilgrimage,
my thighs too thin for sacrifice.
Here our pulse beats quiet rhythms
like ships docked at night.

j.b.w. mud 1

Robin Crabillj
jawbone walkstaff strut down the street mr super
cause ol' Sescu winghatch melt the door shut long river ports no recall
ends up Winghat warble from the mudflat chorus barnacles beho
say mud the same tide me over jes well here well there, say no mile between
one pilejabber to the next, climb the mud-trees, sling about
latch claws under tar grease sprung fron the grave
click scrach in splinter what's make de made all asunder
neath apparatus, penny for the nickel-less keep beggar-boys put, but you,
could catch the horn gaw through the boards never
make the boat at all stuck on the amb. no whichall got to make that
boat, mahogany for mainland, amber got to be made connected
to road some more, you're not through here no means no
by no planks board the tin hold, by no ropes take no air haul not
by net raft rope walk neither, take no sunder, no cool maw
s 'n we need you here, plank ladder out
'n glowin' beads show see me night from low,
gangplanks all steps the same, tang tang, give me click scratch
they no big river ribs jes less water in less places, rock they boat
not me, they tie to the jabber yeah who moves who don't
who ain't no way no name writ ports recall, I got all recall
all these things moving no engine stop, gall de maw n 'all chokepipes boom's pikes gears and teeth ratchet n 'all down here a
cool clasp and it rivers my toes so watah

Herds
Bob Purcell
standing at the plaza alianza
the washerwoman drops her bristles; "cerrado a las once"
her elbows moult in suds and plunge again
so outside i look past the window's wrought bars
past poinsettas bleeding deep into the ledge
to the picture of a bull painted in its own blood
2far from the town of the crab, cangreja,
where the scraggled hills tousle down to the sea
and swimming boys are hurling stonefish at the breakwater,
in the north
where mountains burn in their own dust
and caves runnel underneath, Fulton visited Altimira
to see the parched herds of bull painted raw
3bulls, ochre, albumin as thick as bats
on ceilings strayed heavy on Fulton's eyelids
· the taut belly of bull chafing man
sings
as even now stalagmites drip salt-lime and Mendelsohn
the horns rake air and cape
like rock cathedrals in petrified explosion
precipices:
bull-knives slitting the hump,
ram slate, shoulder blades and gleam in the cavern
this painting,
a blast of swaddled air
as one emerges from underground,
is a cave.
4on a late train to Alicante
with arms huddled in a close yoke
two faces reflect off crests of trailing rail lights
at platforms, across the upward slope
peasants yank branches
in the coal bed horns, brushes, crags
are bridled in released steam
further the tracks rattle
nightwards, while mist
like snowdrifts of rabbits covers all
1

'John Fulton is an American artist and matador living in Sevilla
2the painting, is in his gallery, is a portrait of a bull
which he killed then drew in its own blood
3Altimira caves are noted for herds of bulls etched
in their own blood
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In Memory to the Sacrifice of Twelve
Virgins and Zoo or Daydreams for Dead ·Lovers

Deborah Morris
Mold the gray and red potters clay into a
shape easing it through your fingers and
between your nails. The potter's wheel, a circular table-top spindle, turns faster and
faster, setting a pace that makes you dizzy.
Dead heat, smoldering reds and oranges,
burn the creation making the once pliable
substance hard. Colors melt together dressing the innocent skin. You feel the form move
from· under you. The ball, an embryo, the object that you are responsible for its birth and
inevitable destruction. With every minute the
bowl bakes I feel you pulsating inside of me
screaming my name a thousand times in a
whisper. A distinct thrill shudders through
my body like an amusement park roller
coaster. Zooming vivid sensations driving to
erotic memories.
Zoo's red hair was the first ·memory I have
of the summer. I was standing on a street in
Cape Cod waiting. Waiting for a miracle,
waiting to see a pornographic movie, waiting
for a double dip ice cream cone, waiting for a
Saturday night excitement at three o'clock on
a Monday afternoon. Zoo was on his way to
San Francisco to die as a folk hero. He was
leaning on the movie theater ticket counter
with two unlighted cigarettes in his right
hand.
"I have some matches. Want some? "
" No thanks. "
Zoo you looked stoned. I meant to tell you
that your eyes were red and bloodshot. You
also twitched. Your nose (a long straight
nose) went in a million directions at once. Zoo
you thought yourself to be such an oddity but
you would never make the James Strait
Shows. I believe that we are each our own
freak. Freaks of nature and freaks of time.
All of the business type vacationers file
into the village movie theater with a brown
paper bag filled with hard candy their wives
have given them. They are dressed in plaid
pink and white and powdered blue pants with
Lacoste shirts and Gucchi loafers. They are
outfitted in summer comfort so they will not
sweat in the air-conditioned movie theater.
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We, together, moved to the back of the line,
then to the front of the line and into the dark
movie theater to watch the pornographic
movie. Zoo held my hand. I paid for his ticket
and we sat together in the back of the theater
in back of the tennis court tan men masturbating in honor of the one shot movie stars.
As fast Gidget Lamour struggled to pull
down her white nylon panties you told me of
your seven loves. You told me of your
perpetual running to find another. As Gidget
moaned over an impotent lover you told me of
your fears . I held your hand and groped at
your thigh wanting your attention. We left the
vacationers and fast Gidget Lamour as she
was about to have an orgasm.
The waiting room was crowded, black and
white faces, blank stares against polished
hospital walls. Each of us dressed in white
paper gowns waiting to be called to enter the
closet sized room for the abortion. I thought
of you .. .
The triangle on the graph paper was
equilateral, each fine pencil mark in the same
plane intermarried with the green and white
squares. That is what you said. You adeptly
transformed the drawing into a mathematical
formula intergrating lines and equations that
interrupted the original simplicity. I saw
each point as being finite, an individual, a
part to make a whole to discover. We, the
three of us are on a multiplicity of planes. I
see my life as a variety of instant morning
cereals. Each day I scribble on the back of a
magic prize boxtop my first impression of the
day I have not quite lived. Then I throw it
away. You, a fairy tale hero, write lists of
accomplishments and lists of adventures to
prove your masculinity. (Zoo keeps his lists
in a silver memory box that he got in India
where he worked as a banana crate loader,
loading bananas into empty crates from
another port.) I have a blonde haired friend.
He appears to be practical. He, too , writes
lists but he throws them away or forgets why
he wrote them .. .

A large needle stings either side of my cervix and then he dialates my uterus with his
large silver tools, his black hands covered by
see through gloves and his black face covered
by a white mask except for his eyes that look
into a hole I have never seen. Dear Doctor at
the Forty-Second Street clinic, you are
dilating my mind. My dreams drift into a distorted reality. Men like you tear at my insides
making me sweat and shake thinking it is
passion. All the boyfriends wait. They are
waiting for their girlfriends like a perversion
of expectant fathers. The boyfriends through
a masochistic love have entered feeling safe
and comforted in a semen puss. The
girlfriends long for their touch, for their
wandering eyes. Men in train stations stare at
the girl passing in black nylon stockings and
a tan trench coat. Commuters. Should I buy
her a drink and a screw before going home?
Love has been cremated into an acid flavor.
soft drink that stains your insides with its
carmel color. All is the same. Strange
fascinations that disappear in the morning
when the wine becomes stale in your mouth
and the sweet lovemaking music is turned off.
You wake to a sleeping child-like figure at
your side. A body you care little for. You want
him to go a:way so you can live your day
alone. Life seems far from calm. Yet, even for
the dreamer a certain stability exists. An
urge to wake, to dream, to cover a white page
with daydream colors. Would I rather be a
tight-rope walker insured of the safety net
below me? Or am I more the paper mache
clown painted with thick pancake make-up?
Zoo stretched his thick red arms grabbing
the arms of the bed then forced his legs
ag8.inst the shaky wooden posts. From the
hips down he was long and narrow covered by
a thin red floss. Upwards, he had a beer belly
and thick chest. I wormed myself between
him and the flannel sheet sinking down into
the bed. "When I was little, my brother and I
played this game. One of us would shout that
the Indians were coming. Then we would race
to the bottom of the bed pulling the covers
over us as our metal protection sheet so the
arrows couldn't get us."
Over the alarm clock radio Nixon and
Kissenger were outlining the latest peace
plan for world solitude, a brotherhood that
comes gift wrapped in synthetic Christmas
packages. Two men died, or killed
themselves, after killing sixteen people including five policemen from the top of a
Howard Johnson's, the coast to coast phallic
symbol of America.

"My father is a professional yahoo fish
catcher in Florida. He brings this chick, some
forty year old actress from New York with
him and catches yahoo fish. He takes these
polaroid shots of him and the fish and then
sends them to my mother in the mental
hospital. "
"What are yahoo fish? "
"They're these game fish . Big men. A real
challenge to catch."
" Oh. My grandfather hunts wild game in
Africa like Hemingway did. Do you like
Hemingway?"
"Yea. He's alright."
" Did you ever want to be a prostitute? Men
can be prostitutes too. I have this dream of
going to California and being a strip tease
dancer and then a prostitute for the rich. Want
me to show you how to do it? I mean swing my
hips. There's a real art to it. You can't just get
up there and bump your ass, you have to get
yourself together and move just so. Then you
put your hands on your breasts, touching
them so you don't look innocent. After that
you move in circles first one way and then
another and so on."
" I have this dream, like Martin Luther
King. I'll stand on this goddamn mountain
overlooking Mexico. Down below will be this
man I hired to bring three tons of marijuana
into the country. He'll drive this orange
labeled truck that says 'Zoo's Circus.' The
burnt out old man will meet me at the top of
this mountain and we'll pick up some chicks
and smoke and screw the rest of our lives. At
the end I'll go to Mexico and be cremated and
have my ashes given to my father in New
Jersey. That's where I was born. Metuchen,
New Jersey. Near New York. "
I called you from New York after the operation. You fumbled for words. I wanted you to
say that you loved me. My lips were dry and
cracking. Every time I spoke they would
begin to bleed. " Yes I like you but it's over.
There is someone else, but I like her like I like
you. God a tongue twister. " " Screw the
tongue twister. Have her for the rest of your
life. I can buy a bastard like you at a dime
store for practically nothing. "
They, in the clinic, put an I.U.D. inside of
me, deep enough so that a snake thin black
string can be seen. It is a daily reminder that I
am no longer a virgin. I am no longer chaste
and innocent. It reminds me that I have been
loved and left. Inter Uterun Device, birth con-

6

trol, an insurance that you or anyone else will
only be able to arouse me so far . That my body
will kill your swimmers. It insists that I be a
hard lover or maybe not a lover at all. Lettuce,
a salad that grows in pyramids at the supermarkets, is a ruffage like my vagina. The
lettuce in your system turns to water and is
expelled. My vagina expels you from my
body forever.
Zoo told me about a girl from somewhere,
maybe nowhere who spent all of her time at
the Sunshine Bar in upper New York State.
He called it the " Cynic People's Opium Bar."
"You see this chick digs the bartender. Every
time she hears these two songs on the juke
box, I think one is the Stones, she gets up and
dances with the bouncer to make her old man
jealous." Zoo rubbed his fat fingers through
his long red hair in even sections and then
curled the ends.
My plastic venetian blinds know only one
daylight, horizontal streams of color that
creep through its opening to paste
themselves on the starchy white wall. They
protect and shelter me from a reality that
emotionally I cannot face. They transform
me into a sterile hospital room, a ward for
women that have been hurt and destroyed.
They, like a mother's arms, rich with a honey
colored flesh, wrap me in their sensitivity
and create a new world that I never have to
leave.
In the spotlight of the morning, lying in bed
half-awake, I have the most lucid memorable
dreams. I tear at my flowered nightgown and
let my hands touch a flesh that is hot and
sweaty. At times large animals with human
faces haunt me, exploits from years before,
men who live but have died in my memories
stored away in thoughts for blue days. Then
my mind envisions futures , men of the present who suddenly become dark dreamed
lovers. I become mesmerized by their smiles
or their tights asses or the color of their
pants.
At a school fair, I was about nine years old,
a gypsy fortune teller had a multi-colored
tented booth. She studied my almost unlined
palm. I believed in her fiery brown eyes and
long thick black hair. She was a mirror of
myself. Her words were soft and whispered so
that my future was our secret. " You are a
gypsy. You, too, can tell fortunes . You have
an intensity unbounded, a quality missing in
most men. You will be loved by three men and
you will be famous. " Our dark hair fell
together in a type of holy communion across
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the ready made table. Our hands touched. She
became my high priestess.
The gypsy with her silver plated costume
jewelry and wide armed black shirt became
part of the pot I was molding into my present
self. She gave me a belief in the future , a
future that can only be dreamed until reality
and the present proves you to be right. So the
three of you came like the three pilgrims to
visit some holy child in a barn. And so each of
the three wise men left leaving the man to
prophesize and preach and to be crucified.
Zoo waited impatiently by the gas station
ladies room. He kept knocking on the door.
" Can't ya hurry up . It's getting late and I said
I'd be there a half-hour ago." I had felt sick for
days. These strange pains would come down
through my throat and settle in my stomach. I
sat edged against the toilet bowl with one
hand tying my hair back and the other
sticking fingers inside of my throat. " You
look like an ass. If you were sick it would
come out naturally." " I said I didn't feel well.
Go without me. " " Bitch. What the hell. I'm
splitting. "
I focused in on my feet. The torn hiking
boots covered with earth red clay would make·
anyone vomit. Outside I pictured cars in lines
waiting to be filled with gas and oil by a uniformed teenager .. .
A deep hum panted from the bathroom fan.
Zoo's footsteps fainted with the distance
leaving me to a mechanical solitude. I studied
the commercially hard toilet paper, the pink
cracks in the tile floor , and the watchdog, a
German Shepard, howling off key for his
lover. The sound of the car running against
the highway abutment and the crush of the
dog's limbs was drowned in the woman's
screams ... From inside the ladies room, a
bizarre cold haven, I threw the flowered
shawl over my shoulders and paced the
cubicle occassionally staring into the two by
four stained mirror.
My face seemed different. Over the summer
it had become thinner, a type of life experience hollowness. My eyes sank deeper
into a void letting the yellow cigarette stains
on my teeth protrude as a sallow highlight.
" Lady. We got to get in there. There's been an
accident. Gotta get the medicine box. Lady.
Hey Lady. " I was oblivious to the gas station
teenager's knocks . His nervous excitement
drew me deeper into my own dream, into the
world of the Texaco Station ladies room
reflecting mirror and the rhythm of Zoo's feet
against the road. The cold water from the hot

water faucet decorated my face with beeded
jewels. I felt beautiful. I was ready to be
sacrificed as a morning virgin. My fingers
ran like a comb through my hair brushing
back the long uneven ends. I had rid myself of
his odor, of his touch.
A dog, maybe a Schnauzer or Terrier, lay
like Chaim Soutine's flayed rabbit on the oil
slicked gas station pavement. Its lucid
deathly colors were framed by the reactions
of the audience, groupies of bloody accidents .
The woman who must have screamed stood
by the wretched animal patting her short
silver gray hair. She had donated her thin
summer sweater to the dog unveiling as she
bent down her plump body sections of her
rear-end which slipped out from under the
stretch pants. She solemnly kneeded his
wounds. When I walked past to look closely at
the torn body she was echoing the dog's
pitiful whimperings.
. . . I threw my self at your feet in a
daydream, a daydream for dead lovers. Your
passive nonchalant self was being attacked
by an emotional witch, a gypsy sorcerer. You
cringed and kissed me. When you left me for a
more practical future leaving your red hairs
caught in my brush, you said that I poisoned
you with that first kiss. I had pregnated you
with beliefs that became unnatural in your
new life style. In a dream I was walking on a
road between Bennington and Brattleboro in
Vermont. You walked beside me sometimes
grabbing my hand to express an emotion that
had disappeared long before. Your lips were
drawn, a forced smile with an occasional
twitch when your upper lip would press into
the bottom of your nose. Dear Zoo, one tear is
falling on my face, slipping past my chin
down the front of my shirt settling in between
a left over seam. Your slothful Christ-like
beauty is a masked martyrdom, a nakedness
that no clothes can cover ...
Under stage show red lights turning my
body into electric screams, I undulate and
turn myself into a macabre pinned against
the bars of a gilded bird cage. How they stare
at me, their eyes moving like dead men's
photographs following each mothered step.
How they tear at me through the cage ripping
my costume leaving me naked before their
perversions. I kneel and smell the sweat
stained earth and vomit from the decadent
excitement ...
When I identified your body.
I want to smile. To see life as a miracle
rather than an infinite limit only prolonging
my death. Will death be sweet, an end to the
pain and anguish I have lived through since

your death? Or will my hell force me to live
step by step all of the misfortunes over again.
I wish you could talk to me, to help me ease
my conscience. My stomach curdles when I
eat, like a nightmare, yet the cigarette smoke
is blown out after it has presented me with its
poison.
The policeman, from the highway patrol,
stood at the door of the apartment. I invited
him in. He was neatly pressed and blue with
an orange badge on his sleeve. I thought it
peculiar that it was winter and he did not have
a jacket on.
"Miss Martha Smith?" He waited with his
hat across his stomach for my answer.
Sergeant attempting to be kind was young
and fairly good looking. His hair was
policeman short. A nervous sweat made it
stick to his head. He looked like an American
Bald Eagle.
"Yes. I'm Miss Smith."
"Would you come with me. There has been
an accident on the road. A young fellow. The
only address we found on him was yours.
Perhaps you could identify the body for us."
I imagined you lying at the side of the road
with the automobile accident groupies from
the near-by area sheltering your body from
any other harm but their horror expressions,
a decadent delight. I wondered if you were
lying curled in your discomfort. Was a silver
haired lady crying at your side? Did she lend
you her sweater or were you dead instantaneously? Shall I see a small newspaper
glossy of you? Shall I be a crying Madonna?
So Zoo you were bloody. They took the
white sheet from off of you. You had on the
same dungarees and patched shirt. You had a
tattoo on your right arm then. I could not
make out what it said. It was in pieces since
the car door had torn off most of that arm. One
of your legs was missing. They had it in a
separate bag.
I claimed to be a relative of the deceased, a
descendant of the mind that is buried in centuries of stormy love affairs. They sat me in a
chair with a steel seat and steel legs. A leftover piece of furniture after they had
remodernized the hospital. Now they will
remodel you. You have become a movable
sculpture, a mobile hung in limbo between
now and eternity, as they unscrew your
hinges. They tear at your chest. Smile. I could
only methodically rub my pant legs to the
rhythm of the incision cuts. I have been
forced to change, coerced into a new life. Today is the beginning of the last days of my
life. The fall is deadly. I begin in a slow
lethargic pace and then speed faster and

faster till there is nothing left. And you are
destroyed. The catechism of your beliefs
stare at you from an empty wall. I tear at the
burning apparition of your being consumed
by a wor Idly fire . You lie there feigning sleep
curled with your hands crossed like a baby.
Your face is a child's roundness, your mouth
content, relaxed.
I ran my fingers through my hair dividing
it into even sections. I mimicked you.
Refrains jumbled from a past that lives in the
dreams of folk heroes. Fragmented noted untuned by the shape of time, not enough time.
Zoo. Dear Zoo. The mountain metamorphose
into a criss-crossed spiral of muted time.
Trumpets boast of a near coming tomorrow
ringing from nowhere to an inner mind, a
narrow bowl of the horn. I swallow the pink
pill to set me free, to speed through the day as
if chasing the next second, letting my mind
travel faster than my bones that lay torn and
cracked behind. You once called me a flacid
penis, au-turn, an impotent female that can
only excite but quits before she is done. The
future stares like a hollow eyed Biafran child
and all I can do is cry an incomprehensible
wail for the disaster that lies ahead.

So each of you in my life form me. Your
hands scrape my surface leaving your
design. We turn and twist under the pressure
creating a being that is either kept on the
shelf as a memory condemned to collect dust
or as a product, a pot, that owns an identity
and is beautiful. Maybe in my dreams , when I
no longer dream for dead lovers, I will finish
making myself a whole, a finite point on a
graph to be understood.

Your parents came from Metuchen, New
Jersey to watch the cremation. They hired a
plane to spread your ashes over your
birthplace . They were proud of you. Their son
who led such a good life and then had died in a
commonplace tragedy of our society.
At a party after your funeral , we, timid
friends , sat mesmerized by drinks and marijuana. I was sleeping with you Zoo in a
daydream. Confused and closed in. I needed to
escape your boundaries and your hardships.
We took our seperate ways and retreated into
our memories. We are neighbors of the mind
desiring a strange companionship that dies
when the romantic flower closes , the petals
once so soft and serene suddenly wilt and
brown from too much water. Memories of the
past are parasites of the future discoloring
the once metallic being into a dissection of
motley hues that fade with each new day.
The pot on the wheel slowly, an obstinate
piece of red brown clay, is taking shape swirling fast towards a heaven. Round and
feminine at the bottom it suddenly becomes
thin and weak as if a piece, a mature
thickness, has been replaced by an insecurity
that eventually will produce a fuller more
shapely whole. Relationships dance on the
pot like glazes bubbling and cracking as the
heat of the kiln attacks the moist surface to
make it hard and dry.
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To Say Nothing of Barns
Clay Debevoise
I.
You!
alone in your green garden
even you
who bend and smell the rose
who say you have a love
for the whole foul world
that your legs have grown oak
that you suffer an unknown torture
let me remind you
of the thorns
thorns already bloody
aimed at the whites of your eyes
II.
before the light goes red
on our street
and the chicken beats the egg
let me remind youyou with ears like
semi-circled question marksof the yoke you bear
III.
let me fertilize you
with a question
before I go:
do you think the guy in the field
pushing the plow
despairing of the whip
sweating senseless in furrowsnot even harnessing you
to stumps
but needing your help
loves you?
IV.
or does he think your belly is yellow
with larvae moldering

than time
Clay Debevoise
if you could always
just remember
gathering winter
and clouds hide the sun
(your name)
you could introduce yourself
as springtime
faster than time
I pass through flaming leaves
go yelling home
or that spring will come
you know
there are people beside you
not on the same floor
or in the same story
seeing the same moon
behind clouds
but yet human
at least with a dog-tail
length tale to tell
and if they had time
to tell itwhich you might give them
carefully listen
let summer roll
as though the world were only
ashes
in an empty fireplace
chat
then play in fallen leaves
tear the bark from dead trees
you might see yourself
in me
all of us in each other.

Nocturne

•

Gian Lombardo
Sunlight now stretches from horizon to horizon
The sky alive to the hushed speech of colour.
This lark has not fled the long nights yet
Her song beneath the leafless oaks a cry of pain.
Lying temple against temple in the silence
The shadows of the night dissolve into brightness.
Embers shed their light, offer their warmth
Against the cold, the grey, the frozen stillness.
The wind in the winter has a steel edge
I need to rest my head on your shoulder.

Leslie Brayton
Two ways a jellyfish morning:
the tentacles of clouds and dawn stretch across the sky
of startling blue
curling around a chubby kite
shocked into morning air by unseasonable whooshwinds (for January)
and early eager hands
which had kites as easily into a jig, a quidrille
or wondrous swandive
deep in the gallery of young.
The strings of air sting a bystander
who wants to join again
to lead his own heavenbound dance.
but he only staresHis puddled bones that try to hold the seine, to waltz with it,
waver like sea kep.
Two ways a jellyfish morning:
the woken sun has washed away the threads of a younger sky
and carried the man into a child-gone distance,
like those bouncing grey balloons
chased by flapping sooty pigeons.
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GETTING ON THE CHOIR BOY'S BACK
michael madore
i cannot understand why the " rose" makes me so hateful,
why the semantical yawn-yawn kills all ambition.
rose equals death wish, but the transvestite's sickly smile
gives me hope-for with the thorn piercing my arm i can look
up and smear my lips in front of the ambivalent mirror:
you know,
i am here
but am not.
or,
painting
is dead
but who
cares?
or,
" isn't-it-a-rna tter-of-personal-choice-decides-to-elaborate-story -line,
-individual-casting-of-prototypes?"
semantical yawn:
the jungle metaphor becomes the german bicyclist looking
over the shoulder while nearing the railroad crossing,
entertaining.
the thinnest of space intrigues us.
the concrete arranges the page.
ambivalent mirror:
eight aestheticians decide to act against the " state" when the missionaries declare war
amongst themselves. the nexus between church and state, the crucifix and M-16 all make
. the violent kissing a "must-do." in event of rain, we run into the monastery clutching our
stones, relics, and glass fragments and discover the high priest whispering to our friend,
the choir boy (stem dissolves into the stem, thin space). we are more AMAZED than
angered. after all, it was his love that motivated us to close up the cave, and now this
CONSPIRACY! But then we decide that men are for loving, it was that simple and we
greeted them both with a " must-do." yes, the concrete arranges the page and the scratching
lulls us to beautiful sleep. the jungle metaphor must recognize its numbered tracked
existence, it must become the german, the city street, the gangs of poet maudits, the tearing
of the canvas, the paint on the canvas, the canvas off the stretcher. it must become taut,
angular, whimsical, aloof, desperate, mindless, conceptual, procedual, it must be of the
dead but of the conspiracy also. do you think we do not see the signification of the high
priest whispering to our friend? the rose's shadow, the thorn lodged near the hoof, arrow
love, japanese bondage. and of the transvestite we ask only for the hesitant grimace,
cosmetic effect; he is the parody of course, but we may try to enlarge the contest of the
deadly smile. the old woman must die, murder must become the accessible sexual ritual.
slight.
awkward.
i smash the mirror and fall into the deviate's hands. the idea comes before the image. off my
back!

5 Haiku

The Sacrifice

John Ector

margie erhart
all the hours of the day are one
with the hour of cowdust
heavy beasts herded home
the white sweat rising
and the dust
along their hurried flanks
some sixth sense makes them strange
wild-eyed and terrified
their shallow breathing breaks
across the sky
and all react as one
against the ritual
the bones the bones
of those long broad backs
dry bones son-bleached
almost as white
as the sweat that carried them there

Morning dew disappears
Soon after the sun raises
This is life.
Long nights short days
Spring is around the corner
Why must I grow old?
When I awaken
I laughed out loud
How long does life last?
Can I find
Where the lizard cannot climb
A foothold?
Laugh and shout
When you come by wine
How long does life last

The Freshet
Catharine C. Mackay-Smith
It's been two years
since springtime, since the water flowed
and I have lain under the white shroud of winter
cold and quiet.
I have lived in the half light
the short days, the long night.
The water froze,
the trees, shellacked with ice,
stood stark in the bluegrey twilight.
Winter caped me with the dark
and I listened, I cried, to the
Softly now- soft- it's all right.
Now that same wind
had touched the trees with a roselight
a green tinge that sets the leaves
out on a branch
and draws my voice
like sap from my mouth.
Now I will rise
like the water from my couch of darkness,
to sing on the rocks
and wean my rushing shoulders
from the earth.
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A Student's Guide to the Study
of The Kid ("Le Cid") by Pierre Corneille
Pierre Corneille
The Man Whose Works
Were Plays

Arthur Robinson
Pierr e Corneille was born at Rauen on June
6, 1606, and died in Paris on October 1, 1684. A

few lines will suffice to tell of what he
accomplished between these dates.
It is recorded that " ses premiers vers datent
de 1625," which reveals his precocity, since
worms usually wait until a person is dead. He
wrote several comedies, but people rarely
laughed at them, so he wrote tragedies. These
succeeded in making them laugh. Corneille
became known as " le pere de la tragedie
cornellienne," or " the father of the corny
tragedy. " He was also known as " le pere de
Charles Corneille," " le pere de Marie Corneille," etc. His· plays were written to open
people's eyes, but they oft.e n had the opposite
effect.
Corneille wrote " The Kid," which is
English for " Le Cid," which is French for " El
Cid," which is Spanish for " El Seid," which is
arabic for some reason. Some people think
"Le Cid" is Corneille's best play; others think
it is a terrible play. Many think both. It was
first given in early 1637, but it is not certain
exactly when. A letter by Corneille dated
January 22 states that " la piece est jouee
depu,i s quinze jours;" this means either that it
first was produced on January 7, or that each
performance took fifteen days to give. Actually, the action of the play takes place
within twenty-four hours, since this was a
rule for French plays (one of the " regles
d'unite"), and if Corneille did not obey it, he
would be disqualified by the Academie francaise.l
After reading thirty-one pages of introduction, the reader gets introduced to the
characters. As he scans the list, he discovers
that all six men in the play have the same first
1The Academie francaise was Corneille's
alma mater. There were many schools for
French writers, such as "l'ecole classique,"
''!'ecole romantique," etc.
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name- Don, evidently a very popular name
in Spain at the time. Then he sees that Dona
Urraque is "!'Infante de Castille," or " the
Infant of Castille," and a princess. Below the
list of characters is a note which reads " UN
PAGE de l'Infante," but unfortunately there
are twenty pages of her in the play. The play
is set in eleventh-century Seville, a Spanish
town where a lot of people have close shaves.2
ACTE PREMIER
When the curtain opens (or the first page is
turned to), Elvire, the governess of Chimene,
has just finished telling her something
important, apparently while the reader was
reading the introduction. However, Chimene
asks Elvire to repeat it for the benefit of those
who were getting their popcorn, so she does:
Chimene's father, the count of Gormas, has
spoken approvingly of Rodrigue, her boyfriend, and hints that he will let her marry
him. Chimene is apprehensive, however; she
knows that since this is a play, and not real
life, there is bound to be a separation of the
lovers and a Conflict soon.
The scene now shifts to the Infant's room.
The Infant is telling Leonor, her governess,
that she, too, loves Rodrigue. Leonor is
shocked, since Rodrigue is only a chevalier,
but the Infant assures her that she will not
marry him, on. account of his low rank. By the
way, Rodrigue does not care for the Infant,
but that, of course, is beside the point as far as
she is concerned. She says that once Chimene
marries Rodrigue, she shall have no hope,
which is all she hopes for.
While the reader is still trying to figure this
out, Don Diegue, Rodrigue's father, and the
count, Chimene's old man, start quarreling.
Don Diegue, an old geezer, has been appointed guardian of the prince of Castille, a
little brat who is the heir apparent, apparent-

2See " The Barber of Seville."

ly. The count, a valiant warrior who laughs
death in the face (when it is somebody else's
death), wanted this job, and is so jealous he
calls off the marriage between their children
and proclaims a family feud. 3 Don Diegue
wants to bury the hatchet - in the count's
head. The two yell at each other, each saying
he could lick the other with both hands tied
behind his back, as long as he had his own
hands free.4 Finally, the count becomes so
enraged that he slaps his old friend in the
face. Don Diegue draws his sword in order to
cut off the count's head and thus get even with
him for the slap. As he lunges to do so, he
orders the count, " Prends rna vie" (" Kill me").
But the count, with a yawn, flicks the sword
out of his adversary's hand and refuses to
take his life. Don Diegue is infuriated that
this impudent young man should refuse to
obey his order.
Left alone, he bemoans his disgrace in an
apostrophe for a long period before realizing
that nobody is listening, so he waits for
someone to comma-dashing in. His son
enters, and he asks him, " Rodrigue, as-tu du
coeur?" Rodrigue exits to consult with an
eminent cardiologist, and returns to reply to
the affirmative (and his father) . His dad then
tells him to be a good boy and, before going
out to play, do a little errand for him- kill the
count. Rodrigue hesitates, and his father tells
him that it is his disgrace too, and that, if the
slap is unavenged, all future generations of
their family will bear the imprint of the slap
on their own faces. If this happens, Lamarck
vv-ill be proven correct.
Don Diegue now leaves to give his son a
chance to soliloquize. Rodrigue is so upset
and unable to think clearly that he makes a
peotic speech. At length,5 he decided to obey
his father. He exits, and the play is one-fifth
over.
ACTE II
The count refuses a friend 's plea to
apologize to Don Diegue. The friend leaves
just in time for Rodrigue to enter and find the
count alone. " A moi, comte, deux mots" (" Let
me say two words" ), he proclaims. The count
makes his tragic error in one of Corneille's
most eloquent speeches. " Parle," he says.

3This was in the days of the feudal system.
4Actually, it's easy to lick somebody with
both hands tied behind your back, as long as
y ou aren't tongue-tled.
5Five pages, to be exact.

Rodrigue promptly parles, going 180 words
(count' em) ·o ver his announced quota of two.6
Finally, he gets to the point and challenges
the count to a duel. The count is reluctant and
says he does not want Rodrigue' s death on his
hands, since the blood would be hard to get off
them,7 but Rodrigue insults him until he
gives in and accepts the challenge. The count
is the greatest warrior in Spain; Rodrigue has
never fought in his life. Anyone familiar with
romantic plays knows that the count doesn't
have a chance.
Meanwhile, back at Chez L'Infante, the Infant is trying to persuade Chimene not to
marry Rodrigue. Suddenly a page rushes in
to announce that Rodrigue and the count are
duelling, and Chimene rushes off to stop them
(you can be sure she'll arrive a split-second
too late). The Infant and Leonor take up three
more pages saying the same things they said
in four pages in the first act. Probably Corneille's friends suggested after reading the
first act that he cut down on the Infant-Leo nor
discussion, so he did-in the next act.
However, this is not all that is being cut
down. The haughty count has been too big for
his pantaloons, so Rodrigue is cutting him
down to size. This is done off-stage; in Corneille's time, violence was never committed
in front of the audience. Things sure have
changed.
The news is announced to the King, who
says that Rodrigue's revenge was just, right,
and just right. Then Chimene comes in and
throws herself at the King's feet. Don Diegue
is not so lowly; he embraces the King's knees.
Chimene speaks for thirty-nine lines; she
says that she could never bear to tell how her
dead father looked, then proceeds to relate
how the blood flowing from his "flance
ouvert" "ecrivait mon devoir. " She has
always been dependent on her father for doing her homework. She demands that
Rodrigue be executed. Don Diegue then
speaks in his son's defense for 36112 lines; he
does not get equal time. The King is inclined
to lean towards Don Diegue, who is tugging
on his royal robes, but not wishing to commit
himself (or Rodrigue), he says that the matter

sscholars say that " Le Cid" is a tragedy
because the count loses himself through his
hubris. The count probably does lose the
count during this speech.
7See Macbeth . (Or, better yet, read it.)
1

is important and should be carefully
deliberated. He suggests a trial in a few years
or so and moves to adjourn until Act III, and
all go home, including most of the audience.

ACT III
The scene is Chimene's house. Elvire,
entering in mourning clothes (her evening
clothes are in the wash), is horrified to find
there Rodrigue, who says he has come to
throw himself on Chimene's mercy. Elvire
urges him to flee her anger, but he declares he
shall face it bravely, as he starts to cower
behind Elvire. Then they see Chimene approaching with Don Sanche, who is armed,
and Elvire advises Rodrigue to hide. This
time, he takes her advice.
Left alone with Elvire, Chimene says that
she still loves Rodrigue, but will kill him and
then commit suicide. Rodrigue emerges from
his hiding-place and tells her, " Goutez sans
resistance mon sang." This suggestion is distasteful to Chimene. " Quatre mots seulement" (" Let me say just four words" ), begs
Rodrigue, and makes a 409-word speech. His
valorous deed hasn't improved his counting
much. He hands Chimene his sword, and tells
her to stab him, so that he will die a swordeds
death. She passionately refuses, not wishing
to get bloodstains all over her new rug, and
anyway there are two acts to go. Then she
says that he has shown himself worthy of her
by killing her father, and that she must show
herself worthy of him by killing him. He
assures her that he will still love her if she
doesn't prove herself worthy of him. Finally,
of course, the lovers are reconciled and fall
into each other's arms, and then part tenderly
as Rodrigue gallantly leaps out of the window, forgetting the room is on the third floor.
Now, the plot sickens. An army of
bloodthirsty Moors is about to attack Seville.
With the count dead, there is nobody to lead
the army to defend Spain. A group of friends
appeals to Don Diegue, who used to lead the
Spanish army (probably in the fourth century), to take command. The latter says he
will risk life to save Spain - his son's life,
that is. He'll be risking his own blood, he
points out. So he goes out and finds Rodrigue,
who is wandering aimlessly through the
streets, saying " Helas! " over and over. He
tells his son that there is nothing like battle to
bring one back to life, if one isn't killed all the
way in it.
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ACTE IV
Rodrigue, of course, has vanquished the
Moorish army, and the deadly threat to Spain ,
is no moor. Chimene, however, has not heard
whether he has survived, and is anxious.
After a short pause (five pages) for the Infant
to talk about her love for Rodrige again (she
sat out the third act and has to catch up), the
scene switches to the palace, and Rodrigue is
there, safe and sounding off about his
bravery. He has captured two Moorish
kings,9 a rare species in captivity. Don Fernand, the Spanish king, who heard these
kings call Rodrigue " El Seid" and other fourletter names, proclaims that Rodrigue
henceforth be called " El Cid," so they won't
have as many r 's to roll. Rodrigue humbly
asserts that he has merely done his duty, and
modestly adds that any other valiant young
warrior as gallant and handsome as he would
have attempted $UCh a dashing, deathdefying deed. The king pardons Rodrigue for
having killed the count, and asks him to tell
the story of the battle. He soon regrets it, as
Rodrigue, whipping out a few hundred notecards that he had prepared for the occasion,
tells all about it.
He found exactly 499 allies fleeing from the
city, and " ce brigade"lO sets out to fight the
Moors. Although only 500 set out, Rodrigue
says, " nous nous vimes trois mille en arrivant au port," meaning they stopped off at
five bars on the way.11 Or maybe Rodrigue
just counted wrong again. Anyway, they see
the Moors arrving. Rodrigue, planning an
ambush, has two-thirds of his men hide.12 As
a matter of fact , three-thirds of them
volunteer to hide.
To make a long story short (which
Rodrigue doesn't), they leap out at the enemy,
surprise and defeat them. Having finished the
story, Rodrigue starts to philosophize, but is
interrupted by a rude page who announces

B(sick)
9Possibly seeing double after drinking.
10 Scudery, a critic of Corneille, criticized
the use of the word " brigade" to designate a
group of only 500 men. He pointed out that
even a light brigade has 600 men.
11 Variation: "N ous no us vimes trois mille
apres buvant du port." However, this is incorrect grammar, and the French prefer inaccuracy to incorrect grammar.
12Two-thirds of 500 is 3331/3. Pity the one
who has to fight with one-third of his body
hiding in the bushes.

that Chimene is coming. Rodrigue is led out,
still reciting, and the king decides to see
whether Chimene still loves Rodrigue by
making her believe he is dead. All passes as
the king had hoped (i.e. quickly), and she is
tricked into revealing her love. However, she
still insists on avenging her father. The king
tells her to choose her champion to fight
Rodrigue in a duel to the death, and she
chooses Don Sanche, who turns pale and insists that he does not deserve the honor. The
king says they shall fight "demain, "13 but this
would break the rule that the action must take
place within twenty-four hours, so Don
Diegue saves the day by saying his son will
fight immediately. Rodrigue isn't present,
but Don Diegue always volunteers his son for
the tough jobs. Besides, like the audience, he
wants to get the play over with.
The ·k ing, realizing that Rodrigue hasn't
been able to rest for a whole day, and that he
won't make any money on advance ticket
sales if .the fight takes place right away,
protests, but Don Diegue says his son
"caught his breath" in telling of the battle.
The king mutters something about " un
sanglant procede qui ne me plutjamais," picturing blood raining down on his royal robes
(although they are his reign-coat), but at last
gives in and proclaims that they will fight
now and that Chimene must marry the
winner. Then exeunt omnes to the 0. T .B . window.
ACTE V (ENFIN!!)
Rodrigue goes to see Chimene to say his
adieux (about six pages of them) before going
off to fight Don Sanche. He says that he is
going to lose on purpose, by offering " mon
estomac ouvert" to Don Sanche as a little
present, although it will not really be
"ouvert" until Don Sanche is through with it.
He says that no one will be able to accuse him
"d' a voir manque de coeur" (" of having lacked
heart"), but if he goes through with his plan,
and Don Sanche with his sword, he will not
only "manque de coeur," but also " manque
des intestins," "manque de foie," etc. He will
also have his appendix removed, free.
However, Chimene begs him not to die, and
he, being the noble and unselfish chevalier he
is, consents.
After four more pages in which she repeats
everything she has already said, the Infant
decides to let Chimene marry Rodrigue if he
survives, so we're right back to where we
would have been without the Infant.

Meanwhile, back at her house, Chimene is
anxiously awaiting the arrival of the winner
of the duel, who will come to her with his
sword. She is even too nervous to watch the
match on closed-circuit T .V. Even the reader
becomes nervous; since the play is called a
" tragi-comedy," the duel could turn out either
way. He begins to fear the worst - that
Rodrigue will survive.
Finally, Don Sanche comes in with his
sword, but before he can say anything,
Chimene starts screaming forth her innermost emotions in flawless alexandrian
couplets. She exits, still screaming, followed
by Don Sanche, trying to explain, and Elvire.
The next scene finds Chimene running into
the palace, still screaming, followed by Don
Sanche, trying to explain, and Elvire. They
finally get it through to her that actually
Rodrigue defeated Don Sanche, but spared
his life and told him to pinch-carry-thesword-to-the-fair-damsel-whose-heart-andhand-have-been-won for him. Now Rodrigue
enters, and the king tells him he may marry
Chimene after taking the late count's place as
army leader for a year. He has figured out that
if Rodrigue can vanquish 10,002 opponents in
one day, he can vanquish 3,650,730 in a year
(or 3 ,660,732 if it's a leap year). While he is
thus proving his worthiness, the king tells
Chimene, " Prends un an pour essuyer tes
larmes" (" Take a year to wipe your tears").
So Chimene takes out a handkerchief and
starts to wipe away while Rodrigue rides off
into the sunrise to fight , and the twenty-four
hours are finally up (they~ ve seemed like it),
so the curtain falls.
What has this classic play proven? That is a
question which has been puzzling scholars
for over three hundred years.
13However, they will not fight by hand ("de
main" ); they will use arms.

(See pg 19 for
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REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Were the Kid and the Infant too young to

marry each other?
2. Comment on the significance of " Le Cid"
briefly (but at least ten words, if possible).
3. It has been suggested that " Le Cid" is a
great work of literature. By whom?
4. What did you think about the play? Why
or why not?
5. " 'Le Cid' is a play in five acts." Judge the
validity of the preceding assertion in a wellorganized essay.
6. Evaluate the play on a scale of 1 to 9.
terrible 1. . .2 .. .3 .. .4... 5 ... 6 . .. 7 . . .
8 ... 9 fair
7. Rodrigue and Chimene were actual people, and their common tomb is in Burgos,
Spain. If they were exhumed, how could one
tell whether an odd or even number of performances of Cornielle's play had been given?
(They were not turned over when buried.)

bo pickard
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Several Stories About Lying
Seems most of us will find out sooner or later
we learn not from any half-baked truth
but the goldenest lie.
A toothy red-herring told me that.
No kidding. One great day
as I was whaling in the Sound
what do you think
I reeled in the fattest dog I ever saw.
Not only was he fat,
he was quiet.
Couldn't get a word out of him edge-wise.
I pulled and pulled on the hook in his cheek
and what came out? An old tom-cat dry as a bone and twice as sharp.
Over a couple of drinks,
we passed the day quite cheerfully
until he happened to mention
he had an itch in his throat.
Some itch, I said,
peering in,
you've got a fish in your gullet.
No joke. You have a fish in your gullet.
Well, I held him up by the ankles
and shook shook shook
cat coughed
and fish flapped out
nice as you please.
A herring with skin as red as his eyes.
To make a long story short,
we've since become good friends, the fish and I:
he rents the tub on time
and I don't make jokes.
By the way, that cat strangled on straight air
once the fish was gone.
Seems they were closer than you'd think.
****
Actually, that's not true.
No herring told me that. There was no herring anywhere.
Cat told me.
We were walking up and down the boat
looking for minnows
·while he talked.
His mother had been quite beautiful and intelligent
and his father worked in a restaurant.
It was depressing work and it wasn't long before he ran off
with a blonde from New York.
So to make a little money
his mother began to entertain gentlemen-callers.
And I mean ENTERTAIN.
Around then Cat began to be afraid of strangers.
You couldn't get him out of the house.
Years passed;
Cat determined to meet this thing head-on.

Liz Egloff

Shake shake shake
he left to make his way in the world.
And as often happens to those so easily frightened
he was taken in hand and eaten
by a fast-talking Doberman.
A curious way to go.
Now that I think about it
it was the Doberman who first told me.
But there never was a Doberman.
No cat, either.
No such fish.
I wish I had a Doberman, cat, even a fish ,
but as you can see . ..
****
Actually, one day as I was heading north
up Broad Street
a man in a red raincoat stopped me and said
it was going to rain very hard
very soon. Would I like to
would I like to
I have never met one of them.
But I think I would like to.
You see,
whatever has happened to me until now
has been due to an honest occupation
with the (true) face of things.
All the little bureaucracies of (true).
I have not been one to search far beneath.
Let me start again at the bottom of the ladder
with a word like: HERRING.
Let me lie down in the foul fog of before-truth
with HERRING.
I want to tell you something you have never heard before.

good-night
Mitch Karlan
the waves of wind pound the concrete beach
beating all cares from our minds.
my eyes sing in the pitch
but you sleep undisturbed.
carefully i untie us
just enough
to lean over
and
kiss
you.
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Grab Its Tail
Jim Furlong
( ... I felt such a chill.
It ran into my breast and screeched towards my brain,
Pounding its way inside ... )
This rat came scurrying across the ground.
It clung to the wheel of a carriage
Then jumped.
And scratched its way through the nets
And toppled onto a child.
It sat.
The child lay still, asleep, alone.
A toe began to sway.
Scratch, scratch
Against an ivory cheek.
Then it reaches towards a bone
And cracks its way inside.
The rat's tail slithers down
The infant's open mouth.
Gags the gullet,
Teeth clamp shut.
Black blood flows,
And spills through lips
Turned as white as
Chalky bricks.
No.
Not a cry pierces the air.
Not a shriek, not a whisper.
Helen
Just the sound of a rodent
Flushed down a windpipe,
No longer afraid of aging
Through some veins
I think of you - smiling lost island
Towards the heart.
my adversary:
.it will be lover-climbing
a mountain
with you
on top
You squat there
at ease
wide in you bare planes
proud with lined apples
your skin
drinking rain and sun
and ripening
steadily
as a setting sun
You have sucked stars for radiance
you have milked oceans
now you shine
a queen-god firmly {emale
a mother to
soleman little foxes
on your hillside
to Ruth Whitman

Deme.t er

Lawson

NO BLUES
Rick Hornung

" Ain't trustin' no-body,
I'm afraid of myself
I been so low down
life put me on the shelf"
--Peg Leg Howell
Stephanie lives alone now. The day is a
matter of getting up, going to work, and coming home. Her friends have left her with
nothing but memories. Though there are people in her life - and some very nice, no one
touches her anymore. Affection is stranded
with Paul and Randy, waiting for a recording
date. The alarm clock rings, and her arm
comes from under the covers to turn it off. She
rolls onto her back, only to see the cracking
plaster on the ceiling. One huge line runs
from the corner to the middle. As if she waits
for it to cave in, she checks its progress every
morning, giving her an easy way out- a life
taken away by the neglect of a landlord. Her
eyes catch a glimpse of the clock: her life is to
get somewhere precisely on time, not being
early or late, just there as arranged. The leg~
kick off the sheets, while the torso rotates into
position. Standing and then taking off her
nightgown, she walks into the bathroom
naked.·
Light from outside casts shadows on the
tiled floor. Letting the water run, she looks at
herself in the mirror over the sink. After taking a wash towel from the rack at the side, she
puts it through the water and applies it to her
body. Her attention focuses on the reflection
of her hand moving the cloth off the face ,
down a neck, across two breasts to beneath
the edge of the mirror. This covered hand
pushes into the thigh, all the way up to press
- but releasing only to slide til the knee. She
places both hands under the faucet, wrings
out the towel, and returns it. Without expression, her face turns away from the mirror.
She goes to the dresser.
Underwear, white and striped, laid out in
neat rows, four across and five down in cotton
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and silk. Taking one out, she steps through,
pulling it on. The next drawer opens: garters,
nylons, and several bras. The belt wraps
around· her waist and the straps hang down
against her thighs. Selecting cinnamon
stockings and putting them on, she
remembers how Paul would throw his pants
under the bed; while Randy's clothes stayed
in the middle of the floor. Each morning- as
Paul softly snored next to Randy, Stephanie
gathered their clothes and set them right.
Looking for the cotton skirt, she finds it hanging next to a blue shirt. After dressing
herself, she spots her shoes at the foot of the
bed.
Bending down, one finger holding the
leather, she is able to slip into each one. She
ties two bows, straightens up, and gets her
purse. Checking the weather, she decides not
to take a jacket. She will walk to the station.
The air might wake her up; and anyway, she
hasn't done it-in a long time. A little variety in
her life - that thought makes her smile. She
has heard it so many times, again and again.
The stairs lead her out to the lobby. Through
the glass door and out to the streets, the air is
warm with a breeze from the lake. The cars
roll by; kids walk to school, playing and
laughing; the sounds are over sounds, but she
heads on.
At 11:45, she stops, leaving the cataloging
room to return to the desk. Her wallet is in the
bottom of the cabinet. Walking through the
stacks, she gets to the stairs after the foreign
language section. It is one-and-a-half flights
down to Washington Street. In small rapid
strides, her legs move to a near sprint, making her breathe a bit heavy. The object is to
beat the crowd across the street, get a

sandwich, and come back to her desk. If she
can do it, then she has almost an hour to
herself- alone by the window. The legs slow
up as she goes through the revolving door.
Once through, she sees that the line in Andy's
is very short. In front of a bus, she dashes to
the other side. Having made it over, the
matter becomes deciding between roast or
corned beef. She opens the door and gets in
line.
Within several minutes, Stephanie's lunch
rests on the counter next to the cashier- who
rings up $1.42. She returns to the curb,
waiting for the red light to cut off traffic. Her
strides are long, moving towards the revolving door. She runs to the steps: up two at a
time.
Setting everything on the desk, she stares
out at the park - green with shadows and
flowers, people wandering around. It is
barely past twelve; so many have not yet
arrived. Besides a few strollers and shoppers,
the field· directly in front of her is empty.
Lunch time in Grant Park has always been a
ritual for any Loop worker; and Stephanie
can preside over the activities like an
emmcee or director. Sometimes she wonders
if the ballplayers, the strollers, the lovers, the
daydreamers, the lost and the lonely ever let
their eyes scan upwards and spot her as she
watches. This hour is hers every working
day. Sitting on top of this vast stretch of land,
whether green with life, brown and decayed,
or white with snow, she has one hour alone to
look out and see life pass by. She removes the
top of her drink and takes the first bite from
the sandwich.
Carrying paper bags or chewing as they
walk, several of the players appear and begin
to throw around the ball. With their shirt
sleeves rolled up, they move in the glare of
the sun, casting shadows that bend on the
ground. She eats slowly, hoping to lose
herself in the lights and colors of the men
playing. More arrive and teams form. The
game starts. People walk around the field to
check if the players are ready. The pitcher
serves up the first· ball. She watches this
ballet of amusement without hearing the
music, just seeing the motions and the steps.
A dance of silence in the park, lunchtime fun
- movement against the green, the light
causing dark shadows. It is as if a process
that she could never understand unfolds on a
beautifully illumi~ated screen. The way they
work together, throwing from one to another
then tagging a base or a man, hitting to move
someone all the way around; this whole
process opening up in an arc of sunlight.

Once in a while, her hand reaches for food like
a hand going for popcorn in the middle of the
movies. After getting something in her
mouth, her hand puts the sandwich down
without diverting her eyes from the performance through the window.
A man is on first- with nobody out. The
next batter, in a blue shirt and grey pants,
steps up. He takes several swings at the air,
and she sees him laugh. The pitcher waits
until everyone is in position. On the first ball,
the man hits hard between left and center
fielders. The runner on first has scored
easily, while the batter rounds third. The
throw to the shortstop arrives as the man
makes for home. She watches the teammates
motion for a slide. A cloud of dust, and only
the blue shirt is visible. The ball rolls out; he
is safe. He stands up, yet his grey pants are
torn at the left knee. Blood, and someone
point,s it out to him. A handkerchief is offered
along with congratulations. People smile. He
wipes the blood, letting it seep red into the
white cloth. She gazes at the stains - crimson, grey, and white brightness highlighted
by the sun.
Quitting time. Back to her desk to get her
purse. The train station is just to the :right of
the library on Randolph. She starts toward
the other side of the building. Pas sing by each
window and looking out, she sees the
shadows of a low sun being cast across the
pavement. The tops of trees glimmer in a soft
orange light. There i s always the stairway
dowri, a one-and-a-half story descent into
rush hour traffic. One step at a time, her legs
move in the regular rhythm of her workday
world. The emotion, the expression - all
depar~ed . The legs take her down sbme more
steps that lead to the station. The line to board
the train, long and tiresome, drains all colors
and shadows from her day.
In single file , the commuters go through the
gates. Each person branches off to select a
car. Choosing the middle one, she enters and
moves to the upper tier. She sits, hemmed in
between the window and a narrow aisle, in a
seat for one person. On the lower tier, people
are standing. She does not bother to look out
the window; there is nothing to see. The train
goes too fast. Her eyes focus on the ol"ange
back of the seat straight ahead. With each
stop, she becomes less aware of where she is
and who surrounds her. The world turns into
a silent movie without titles or plot. At 55th.
street, she gets up and walks off the train.
On Lake Park A venue, she passes the
schoolyard without looking over at the
children playing. Her eyes do not move; they
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concentrate on the street- the pavement, the
cracks, the cars, the others coming back from
work. On the corner of 56th, several children
wait for the bus that goes down to 47th street.
The two girls and one boy just stand as she
walks toward them. To her, they are decor,
something that adds to the appearance of the
concrete world she lives in. The object is to
get out of this decorated world and into a
small warm cage. She is afraid of the
hardness of the buildings and her acquiescence to them, afraid of mere tolerance
of children, so afraid that all she does is walk
on. The legs, the strides, the breath: all in a
hurry, a movement in haste to fulfill any need
that can be used as a distraction. Dinner
always works, because she has to cook and
shop. Turning at 57th, Stephanie sees the sign
of Grocerland. The store is two blocks away.
She moves on, beginning to think about what
to eat.
The pot and pan are in the sink, and the
dishes on the table. She sits with the tastes of
fish in her mouth. Her feet are on the other
chair. A bottle of gin acts as centerpiece, the
tonic to the side. In her left hand is a glass,
empty now, but soon to be filled. After the
first two, she could cook; alcohol sharpens
her taste buds and gives her the patience to
prepare food. A third during the meal makes
it all worthwhile. And one with an ice cream
dessert, why not? The hand on the table slides
to the tonic bottle. Dragging it across the
wood, the fingers get a hold as it comes
nearer. When it reaches the end, four unscrew
the top, while the thumb offers leverage. She
barely raises the bottle before she tilts it,
letting the liquid pessshh around the ice in
the glass. Reaching for the gin, grabbing it,
bringing it over into her lap, she looks at the
light refracting through the clear liquid. The
top is taken off, and gin comes down into the
tonic. The bottle goes on to the floor next to
the chair. " Cheers." She stands up and walks
to the refrigerator.
Setting the glass down on the formica top,
she opens the freezer. The vanilla is front and
center; both hands wrap around it and pull it
out. Not much left- so instead of a bowl, she
gets a spoon and returns to the table. The
room around her spins slowly. She sits and
puts her feet up: the ice cream in her lap and
drink in hand. A long sip glides down all the
way. For a brief second, she sees how the
lights cast shadows on the wall - dark
against yellow. The spoon dives in and is
raised to her mouth. The sweetness of vanilla
on the back of her throat covers the stench of
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gin and fish . A spoonful after another then
another until all is gone. " Good girl
Stephanie ate her dinner. Cheers. She finished her drink too. Tank God it's Friday. "
Because tomorrow is Saturday, meaning a
chance to go out to a bar and have some
peacock pay for her drinks - plus the
privilege of making hurried love to her in his
bed. The tonic then the gin goes into the glass.
She can feel him wet inside of her, hard then
shrivelling and his sighing, but she will be
too drunk foranymore. There are no
weekends in her life.
She sits and must sit until all the gin is
gone. Once there were two musicians who
came and played her blues all through the
night, but the band left town. The silence can
not be broken; the radio must not be turned on.
No sound, except the gurgling of alcohol
falling all the way down. Randy would play
the piano, Paul the trumpet, and Stephanie
sang. The little trio of her life left her never to
return. It went out through the door, out on the
street, wandering and drifting against a red
sun. The knowing that someone will be there
when she wakes up and lies down, the warm
taking her to nowhere over and again: both
are gone. Gone away, her life is on vacation
and her body is working overtime. The blues
played to her all night long packed up and got
out on the afternoon train. Gone away . ..
nobody loves her, and she wants nobody.
Knock Knock - nothing is here, so come in
gin. Everybody left by choo choo chug chug.
Welcome into the silence of no life, no
w~ekends , no time, no one, no love. No music
and no blues . . . .. ... . no blues ........ .. all
gone away in the self pity of sloshing gin.

b. k. douglas

For Steven and for My Children
Janet Podell
1.

And in that bed was the shadow of Paradise
in the angel's eye as he stood
with his back toward God.
Then I was a woman growing open.
We bent our lives together in an iron branch.
Through the window at noon came sunlight.
We wandered through the trees in the grove of earth,
and the wild cherry shattered its ripeness on us,
the plundering birds cried out.
They were too quick - we have outlasted them ...

2.
From my darkness I will push you into darkness.
I will trigger your dying in the mind of God nothing can hide us .. . .
But I am not afraid to bear you, and you are not afraid to be born.
In the night, when dreams thicken
around your astounded heart
you can lie between us, the naked father and mother,
warm as the bread that we ushered from the oven-heart.
Then you will learn to inhabit
the shadows that are dense in sheets,
you will remember how we protected you.
We were asleep; but our dreams were defending you.
But then will you be turned into a child
borne off on a crust of violence?
Once I was a woman growing open.
But I can be no more than I am.
Out of our failure you took your life,
it was my human blood that allowed it;
now I will watch you break from me.
Something will take you- the storm out of heaven,
the dead lives that reach backthe bombardment, the bullet, the flame.
All my fury cooked into ashes.
All my love fused into chips of stone.
We set our backs against death,
but we cannot prevent the world to come.
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Unnumbered Roads tor Hugh Ogden
George Roberts
two times or
was it more you broke your car
to get from here to Erie
and I don't know if
you rode highways
or if you wound your wagon
over unnumbered roads
that tie the soul
to the bedrock body
and let men feel
through the hard jeep springs
worn tires
cracked plastic seats
the unkempt love
that creased them
your face
behind the wheel
in the mirror is a mirror
of back roads and old towns
as if you lived along them

trainable idiots: 2 love songs
1

a puddle of sugar in the bottom of the cup.
what we insist on, and what we keep leaving.
no i dont ever want babies. your jacket
still damp, on the back of the chair.
a slow shuddering rain and the periodic
blood: they come upon us so quietly. i am
thinking of this morning, when you missed
the bus, came back for the whole story.
please repeat the question?
2

someone's singing on the up above. i have the life of flowers in
me, the secret of the graceful exit: sometimes, sometimes not. a
train trip to philadelphia for one day, to get my contact lenses
strengthened. envelopes, long grasses, a photograph of two legs,
what i see, through burlap. and often, in the late afternoon, we
sleep. they come clearer, these gorgeous games we play. continuous
sound effects, the breathing in my ear, and my own heart
pumping, pumping. it's a cinch, this chronic love i have .for you.
i want to unbutton and be done with, let's get started, eh? where's
the glue? and every day a different color is my favorite . or i
have an idea for a dance.

carol edelstein

Blowing It
Andrew Isaac
The highway moves briskly most of the
way, rolling up, over and down the abrupt
New Hampshire hills, but at the crest of the
long incline that drops into the town of
Athens, the road seems to lose impetus and
just sags away. Athens is small, a dozen wood
buildings losely clustered around a square.
The town lies on a road which is tacked onto a
curve of the· highway where it bends around
the lake.
On a good hot July day y ou look at the roadside as you roll down the hill towards Athens,
and it grows on you that you hope you don't
get a flat there. The earth along the asphalt is
burnt and pulverized; water y dust filled with
small jagged stones. You look and you know
that if you have to change a flat you will have
to work under the sun in the dust. Indifferent
cars will whip past, sucking grit and heat
over you in waves. Brown powder will coat
your neck and chest, sweat will cut thin
muddy tracks down to your belly. Your crotch
will sweat and itch. Particles will crunch
between your teeth, between the gears of the
jack. Squatting off balance, pants too tight,
getting the spare on will be a bitch.
So in the sun the hill makes people uncomfortable , and they drive fast down it, against
it, in a hurry to round the corner in front of the
town and drink in the sight of the lake. The
long shoulders stretch away, uniformly
ravaged, the affronted pines stand back at a
measured distance - with no landmarks it
can seem as if the car is standing still all the
way down.
Athens isn't bad if you come in by the back
road, the Bean Road. Then you cruise along
under ancient crusty pines, smelling the
forest, moving stroboscopically through
flickering sunlight. You come out gently into
a nice old town set on a rise, a few buildings
around a square, a few more trailing along
the street that curves up off and down onto the
highway. The big road runs between the town
and the lake. The town square looks down on
the highway, out over the islands and the
water.
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In the highway context, Athens is a pain.
Small, faded, irritating; because places that
count on the stupidity and anxiety of
vacationers are uneasy places. The people
working in the stores seem to share an antagonizing, sniggering private joke. The
signs along the highway are designed to
catch the eyes of the kiddies, who then drive
daddy to a red-rimmed frenzy . Clenched by
madness, daddy will finance the purchase of
day-glo warbonnets, cardboard mocassins,
and thin milkshakes. Bingo.
That's the general malaise, whenever a
gleaming hot day brings me to look down on
that town from that hill, and I've looked down
every summer for 20 years. That's what I feel
now, as Whit lets what is possibly the world's
most decrepit '68 Barracuda roll down the
incline. The car is white, rumor has it. Inside,
the distinguishing sights and smells, aside
from two young male Wasps, are creosotestained dropcloths, and marijuana. Whit is
driving to Athens because, he says, he wants
a fudgicle . What he wants is to look for girls.
Women. Snatch. Nookie. Yeah, the usual
s'!lmmertime routine. Adolescence, scene 5,
take 9,000; roll 'em.
Of course, someday we might . . . but we
don't . Just once, though, we might see a girl
who didn't talk like a home-ec major from
Manchester Community College, just once a
girl who didn't try to look three years older
than she was, that didn't fore-shadow endless
one-point demands and backseat bargaining
positions on hot still nights humming with
mosquitoes. Yesterday I saw a pretty girl.
She was chomping gum like a Roman
legionary wolfing his dried corn. Damn.
The car, which must know this route as well
as we do, swings to the right, off the highway
and up into town. Whit pulls into the square
and parks facing the water. He commences
his latest ploy. "Come on, Gareth, time for a
fudgicle. "
I commence mine. " Not hungry. I'll wait."
" Balls. I'll buy. Let's go. "
"Thanks . But my acne doesn't need any

reinforcements at this time. And dinner's in
an hour. "
Pause. Sigh. "Asshole. We go through this
all the time."
" I know. A regular pas de deux, don't you
think? If you want to ask the lady out, ask her
out. You shouldn't need me."
''I'm not the one who 's going to do the asking. Just come in and see her. She's nice,
really. She knows Judy and we could all go
out. Just look. Smile maybe. A smile couldn't
hurt. Especially you."
" No, dammit. When I see someone I want I'll
do something about it. I expect you to do the
same. When I want to get laid, I'll get laid."
" Did you get laid last night? Last week?
Last month? "
" Shut up. Did you?"
" Chickenshit, typical chickenshit. Here I
go out of my way. I don't know. Come on."
" No."
" Asshole."
I ease my hat brim down and worm into the
seat, knees up, boots crossed on the dash.
Whit shoves his door open, bashes it shut, and
saunters away across the square to the Corner Store. I sit and stew. Screw you and your
fudgicle too. Every day we come in,
sometimes, for ice cream, often for beer,
a lways for girls. Christ, anyone might think
they were fossils , rare and arcane , the way we
search and plan and hypothesize. Am I in
New Hampshire with Whit Revere or in
Olduvai Gorge with Dr. Leakey? Am I lost in
the fog on Baker Street? Elementary, my dear
Watson. You know my methods. Apply them.
What we go through is a cross between the
Pearl Harbor strategies and a detective novel.
Sudden colorful motion arrests the corner
of the eye. Get into it. Deep under the hatbrim
the gunslinger gaze slides slow and easy.
Letdown. Two high school nectarines are
working very hard at drifting casually in
front of the car. Their shorts are amazingly
tight. They can't possibly be comfortable. It's
hard to tell where fabric ends and skin begins.
The difference between tan and bright purple
helps.
Great. So comforting to know that one can
incite such an inspiring display. The eyelids
mercifully drop into place. Suspended,
mindlessly listening to the air. I find I hear a
boat out on the lake. The sound drones louder,
holds for a bit, then fades away. Must have
made a circle through the cove, rushing close
by the shore where the trees and boulders
shape the water's dark edge, a gray green
speed blue of forest and reflection, then must

have curled in front of the beach by the
raft. Then leaned the boat hard left and
back out towards the islands beyond theca
skimming fast like a flat stone hard n
popping away like a slick lemon seed qui
squeezed. Gone.
Shuffle scuff click open, slam closed. "G
you're back, handsome. There are a couple
pubescent Racquel Welches meande ·
about, slaves to disturbing biochemical ·
pulses. Right up your alley."
" Screw you. We're not leavinguntilyouao
in."
" Sounds intelligent to me. "
" Come on man, take you thirty seconds. Go
in. Buy a comic. "
" Right. Thirty seconds. Hardly worth it.
Let's go."
" Not until you go in."
"Fine. G 'night."
I tilt the lid down low, the brim almost oa
the nose, and nestle lower. Nice lid- Spencer
Tracy had one like it in some flick, but I don
think it's an act I can follow. Not in the script.
Any way, I'm sure as hell going to wait UU.
bozo out. I can be as immature as anyone,j
on principle.
The nectarines wriggle by again. 0 joy. I
was that obvious once. Probably still am.
relatively. Why can't these things be done
gracefully? And what the hell does thu
mean? Hope that when I look back on this inS
years, I'll be a!>le to get a good laugh out of it.
Whit, finishing his salacious scrutiny
a ssesses. " Not b~d. Nice, pert breasts. Good
legs. A little plump, maybe. Sturdy
fuckworthy peasan.t stock."
" You're joking."
" Why? They want to do dirty things."
" Okay stud, do something about it. See you
in court."
" No you won't. Age of consent in this state
i s thirt-teen. "
" That's for marriage. "
" The principle stands. "
" God help us. "
Suddenly it's cool and solitary in the car.
The sun has dropped behind The Corner
Store, taking the heat off the backs of our
necks . The sound of another boat comes from
the cove, and slumped in the car I'm sure
there 's a gir1 skiing behind this boat. A strong
slim girl with endless legs and clean dark
hair, leaning way over on a slalom ski to grin
a t her image on the still surface beyond her
wake, laughing after a fall . Yeah, probably
some inbred Yankee with an evil jaw of
jumbled teeth, and a viciously backspun

forehead , trying to run down a waterbird. The
boat finishes its circle, the engine buzz
wavers to nothing. Silence fills the car, pouring in from all sides. No ~ore boats. No more
sturdy peasants. Just two impossible infants
ignoring everything but pure mulishness.
Perhaps a touch of rationality leavened with
humor.
" Do you realize what people would think,
what hysterics they would have, if they had
this situation explained to them? "
"Yes."
" So let's go."
" No. "
Silence. I know I am not going in. I am not
going into a store solely to inspect its staff.
Too goddam exposed in there. I know Whit
will get us back around dinner time. I know I
am going to get out of this.
Engine sounds come up the road. A van
pulls in beside the Plymouth. On my side, a
couple of parking slots over, doors open and
bang shut, a thin, sheetmetal sound. Little
girls' voices rush across through the clapping screen door of The Corner Store. A camp
group. Stopping for a treat after a hike,
probably up Red Hill. A towering local peak,
featuring a boring, most horizontal climb
with a negligible view. Still, the whole thing
has doubtless figured prominently in
countless letters back to Mummy, Daddy, and
the goldfish.
But of course the heads swivel
automatically, the eyelids lift, like radar. But
this time ...
" 0 god," low, almost in pain, definitely in
disbelief. Me or Whit? Both of us together are
gurg ling omigod.
Legs. The overriding impression, the
screenfilling image, is of legs. Side by side,
ankles together, knees together, they swivel
on the high driver's perch and stretch for the
ground. Probably the most beautiful legs I've
ever seen I see now, starting in low, battered
hiking boots and flowing musically upward;
curving, swelling, finally disappearing into
disturbingly short cut-off levis. The boots
stun me . Nothing, absolutely nothing, could
make those legs slimmer, more feminine,
more female , than those boots. Why? Who
cares?
Her face must be up there somewhere, up
above the legs. Uncoiling cramped muscles
much too fast 1to be cool, just barely slow
enough to avoid being slapstick, I lever
m y self up, hoping hard not to knock the h a t
flyin g as I strive to tilt it back just fractiona lly . Her face is tan, taut, hig hboned, with
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fine blond hair pulled tight back off her
temples. As I look out she looks back. Did she
really smile? Amazing. Ridiculous. I hope
my mouth was closed - a bad time to gape.
I sink back and breathe slowly. Whit completes a like process. I had a better window,
but he had the rearview, which evidently was
not at all bad. He says nothing. He is very
impressed. Finally, careful to make it obvious that he is not impressed, he drawls,
" Yeah. Ask her out. "
" Osure. Excuse me, but your legs make me
want to cry. How about stepping out for a
beer? Sure. You're the stallion around here.
You ask."
" When you want one, you'll get one. When
you want to get laid, you'll get laid."
Damn. When he's right he's right. Damn.
" Okay, I lied. I can't do it. What in god's holy
name would I say? "
"If she's at all normal, if she likes you at all,
it won't matter."
" And if she doesn't?"
" What do you lose? "
" True. Very true. You do it."
Silence. Panicky silence. Fingernails are
mentally gnawed. I really could begin to cry
at the vision of her legs. Must be a lot of hiking and riding. Stifle those thoughts rising in
the base animal instincts department. Do I
want this girl? If I don't there 's something
sadly amiss here. Quite an impression for
someone I've seen for a maximum of 5.2
seconds.
The screendoor flops again. Quick, the rear
view. So uncool it's staggering. We avoid
smacking heads. Out before the kiddies,
walking back across the square, off to one
side. My side. She stops about forty feet off.
She stands there, looking at the lake, licking
an ice cream cone. Licking an ice cream cone.
Low, intense, Whit urges, " Go ahead."
Jesus, he's as bad as I am. This would be
great to watch on TV. If only ... if only what?
Come on, what does anyone say? What does it
matter? Open the door. Walk. Simple. Just
walk over. Try not to trip. Smile charmingly,
perhaps ever so bashfully, like you know she
knows you want her, and that's life. Perfectly
normal. Healthy. Absolutely to be encouraged. Go. It she's curious at all she'll be
friendly . If not, big deal what does she know?
So go.
Whit breaks in, " She saw us, she works
stranded in a stupid camp, she's bored. She
will definitely go out with you. She will be
gentle and will respect you in the morning.
You did it with Judy. Do it again. "

"Yeah, I did it with Judy. Asked her out in
the middle of the delicatessen department,
stoned out of my mind, obsessed with salami.
And look how that turned out. And I hate the
name Judy."
"Idiot! You get the point. Go. "
I know then that I will not. I cannot know
just why. Sorry sir, it's got tires by Goodyear,
engines by Pratt and Whitney, wings by Boeing, but it'll never fly.
There she stands. She licks away the ice
cream, and she nibbles her way down the
cone. She finishes, and now she stands and
seems a bit confused. Poor child, she's never
had to contend with such ineptitude. She
glances at the car and stretches a bit, like it's
so nice to be outside how could anyone sit in a
machine, but she has to give up because she's
out of ice cream and the camperettes are dismantling the van. Christ by this time it is
obvious she is interested, but so much time
has gone, so much confusion, that we are
burnt out. Getting out of the car will make me
feel just too stupid, too abashed; an admission
that it's taken so long to get it together.
Ridiculous.
She walks back. Brief panic, hope, dismay.
She climbs into the seat, turns the key. She
leaves. And all I can do is stare at the stitches
in my boots on the dash.
Whit damns me softly, "I can't believe you
let that go."
"Neither can I. By the way, you also failed
miserably."
Whit starts the engine, backs up, rolls down
to the highway. On the way up the hill he
considers, "Maybe she'll be back. Camps
have pretty steady routines. "
"Yeah, so does Halley's Comet. Maybe we'll
never see her again. Judging by our performances, it wouldn't matter." Still, I hope he's
right.
"It'd matter. We see her again, I'll kill you if
you stay in the car."
"Why me?"
"Why not you?"
I load the pipe. Green powder lines my
fingerprints. We get high.
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Hal Granger
tired
lying head on arms
on a Sunday early morning
missing only you
and the world
spaced
by smoke from intense places
too real to deal with
coping with other's realities
not knowing what to do
sprawled out
mellowed
waiting for what to do now
pondering the tired day
feeling satisfied
hearing
the melody in bothersome noises
trying to get to you
as the night rolls on
tired
too tired to try to stay awake
too heavy to lift myself up
indulging in fulfillment
of a weary day's comfort
asleep
not to think
a willing slave to boredom
an unperturbed warrior
for peace
all
through my thoughts
comes the image of _you
on the bed in your room
so close to me
yesterday
woken up
by voices not as beautiful as you
by times of my stupidity
by indulgence in all that is
good for us
you said
you were angry when he asked you to lie
that he asked you to lie
that you caught cold in the night
that he no I yes you
were let down
unequally compromised

michael madore
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We
Nancy Grosjean
we wasp each other. witching ways.
reaching (o most tender. most lovely caress)
to sting. to bite. and reaching final stage
where death is sinful glory - ah! all and endlessly.
'tis forgiveness to forget.
sparring thoughts and pictures past
weapon'd thrust all struck with sound
like children mute from tired games. they
lie about. they lie - the long. long, warring.
So,
caught and caught again,
(an insistence of remembering) we witch.
we wasp each other. reaching-a,
we wasp another, reaching.

The Power that Comes from Sliding
Betsy Breglio
I have only as mu~h power
as glass beads against zinc.
It is a cold steel
that rolls me over
to have a look
at the place
where my collar bone caves in.
I want you to examine my breasts tonight.
But don't tell me
if you find any lumps.
You'd say it carefully I know;
maybe I should get it checked out:
if you find something
to linger over with your hand.
I think you'd be surprised
that my body can destroy itself
with crazed cells,
or maybe you'd feel guilty
about finding that out
in the process
of sketching me against the sheets.
When night turns on us,
when the frenzy of growth
turns to cancer,
it's all a question
of providing months
of painkillers.
You might be too confused to go on
and withdraw your hand.

Vending Machine Waitress Blues
Sara Ingram
Desolate place for
a baby-dolled face like
yours to be in,
goddess of self-service senility.
Chaw you gum louder, go
drop a quarter in the juke box
to make the hour pass .
"rainy night in georgia"
Take me home again
momma,
my man has gone and
left me.
There ain 't no where
for me to go.

Helium Music
Ti 'Maun Southworth
The last night of the carnival
Tomorrow the barker cried
Crocadile games
Only a dime
Ten red smiles
A little circle of gaiety
Merry-go-music to catch you by the ring in your no:::;e
100-watt bulbs red yellow blue
Pumping on off on
I lead you lightly flashing in the midway
We play scared in the fun house
Eating cotton candy until we are fat as ferris wheels
And pink
Like the first time we came
Like a baby with coins for
Red yellow blue
Side shows
Pendulous walrus with four heads
Lady sporting seven holes for her week
Man holding a two ton hammer
We are one
Last night tomorrow the barker cried
Play chance for a stuffed green snake
Only a dime
Ten white lies
A balloon filled with helium
One more ride on the whip
Forever because the man who runs it went insane
We laugh wildly going round and round
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